
ULA Project – IC35 ULA5RA087  
 

In the search for a memory mapper I came into issue with the ULA in the SVI738 design, and I started 
to try to understand how they work and I ended up in a reverse engineering of the chips, because if 
the break then replacement is almost impossible to get, only way is to salvage a another SVI738 and 
get the same chips. So, the main project is to replace this to chips with a CPLD/FPGA that have the 
same function and correct the handle of the SL3x so we could put mapped memory in SLT3x. 

In my case I will use CPLD from ALTERA because they are easy to get and IDE as Quartus II is easy to 
use  , but it should be easy to implement the logic to other CPLD or FPGA brands. 

 

So here is the schematics from SVI738 service manual, and we can easy divide the functions that the 
ULA handle to PSG, VDP, PRN, SLOTS & CS, WAIT signal to CPU and Memory refresh logic. 

 

PSG = Sound Processor, VDP = Video Processor, PRN = Printer Logic, SLOTS & CS = SLT0-3 + CS1, CS2 
and CS12, Memory refresh logic = RAS/CAS and MPX signals 

If we look at the IN/OUT pins + BIDIR (can be both 
IN/OUT) its simpler to see that we could break it 
down to function that need to be replace in the CPLD 
logic. The idea is to create a PCB with same PIN 
design and connect it to the CPLD chip. 

Using the SVI728 service manual + the MSX DATA 
PACK docs we can easily create this logic.   

Be aware that this is not written in stone, any help or 
ideas, suggestions are apricated.  

  



SLOTS and CS signals 
 

So, let’s start by looking at the SLOTS and CS logic schematics and how we could replace them: 

/SLT0 to /SLT3 used the SLTA, SLTB, /MREQ and /RFSH signal as input, and we use LS139, LS32 + LS04 
chips to generate the logic. 

 

74LS139N chip is a 2 to 4-line decoder/demultiplexer and is only enable G pin is LOW, that only 
happens the /MREQ is LOW and /RFSH is HIGH. (see function table below) 

 

/SLT0-/SLT3 is generated depending how the SLTA-SLTB signal are HIGH or LOW. (see function table 
below)  

Translate to this   

 

 



 

Logic have reverse engineering by looking at the MSX DATA PACK vol.1 section 7.1 CPU  

  

and the SVI728 service manual I/O interfacing schematics. 

 

 

 

In the schematics for the SVI728 the use a LS00 (NAND) but the result is the same, just that the 
MREQ is inverted in our case the IN signal for /MREQ is inverted so the first design with OR suit use 
better.   We also see here some of the logic for the CS1, CS2 and CS12 (CS0 is not used in the ULA) 

  



So, to generate the CS signal we use A14, A15 as select signals, and to enable the LS139 
(demultiplexer) the /RD and /MREQ signal are used in the LS32 (OR). The CS12 is generated by the 
LS00 (NAND) and combining of CS1 and CS2 output. 

         

  

And the function table is a following for the schematics and the different parts: 

 

/G is only L when both /RD and /MREQ are L, else its H.         

  

CS1 is only L when /G is L and A14 is H. CS2 only L when /G is L and A15 is H. CS1 and CS2 are only H 
when /G is L and both A15 and A14 is H,  or /G is H. 

 

 

 

 

 

CS12 is L only when both CS1 and CS2 are H.  

 

 

 

 

  



/WAIT signal 
 

This signal is critical, its used to indicate to the Z80 CPU that the addressed memory or I/O devices 
are not ready for a data transfer. We will use the /M1 and /CLOCK signal with two LS74 and one LS04 
to generate the logic. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The LS74 are Dual D-Type Positive Edge Triggered Flip-Flops with preset and clear, in the design the 
Flip-Flops are never cleared because the CLR is always H, and the second Flip-Flops never pre-state 
states either because it always H also. So, this will generate a signal as showing below. 

 

Same logic is used the SVI728 and the PHILIPS VG8020 service manual, only difference is that the 
added the /WAIT (EXT) from Cartridge Slots, but in the SVI738 design the /WAIT(EXT) is connected 
direct after the /WAIT (CPU) is generated in the ULA chip. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

VG8020 schematic and SVI728 schematics as reference above. In the SVI728 the CLOCK signal is not 
inverted, so no LS04 is need. 



VDP signals 
 

Now lets look at the VDP signals (for the Video Processor) handle by the ULA, as we can see it’s the 
outputs are the /VDPRD (read) and /VDPWR (write) and as input its use the /VDPSEL signal, /RD + 
/WR to generate the logic, using two LS32 (OR). 

 

The /VDPWR is only L when both /WR and /VDPSEL is L, same logic is for the /VDPRD but her its use 
the /RD instead. And of course, the /RD and /WR can be L on same time.   

 

 

Verification of the logic can be found by looking into the SVI728 or the VG8020 schematics. 

 

 

 

  



PSG signals 
 

The signals for the Sound Processor are handle by the ULA using the input signals /PSGSEL, /WR, 
/RD, A0 and A1, the output signals are the PSGBDIR and PSGBC1. 

 

The design for the PSGBC1 and PSGBDIR is take direct from the SVI728 service manual as it the 
simplest design comparing with the MSX DATA Pack schematics. 

 

BDIR and BC1 are used to control external or internal bus operations in the PSG. (BC2 always H, 
connected to VCC), see PSG Y-8910-3 Data Sheet for more details 

 

 

 

  



The ULA also generates the ½ clock signal need by the Sound Processor using the /CLOCK signal. 

 

This is standard schematics for divide the /CLOCK signal with 2, using a LS04 and LS74 (Flip-Flop) 

PRT signals 
 

The ULA handles the printer interface signals using the /RD, /WR, A0, D0, /RESET, /PRTSEL and 
PRTBUSY as input, and generate output to /PRTDATA, /PRTSTB and D1 

PRTBUSY is very simple and that signal is pass-through to D1 only when /RD, A0 and /PRSEL are L, 
otherwise the output from LS125 is Hi-Z. (output is disable) 

PRTBUSY signal, generated from printer, can 
stop the communication on host side. Through 
this technique the printer can stop the 
communication with host until it is again 
ready to print new data. 

 /PRTDATA is L when /WR, /PRTSEL is L and A0 
is H, otherwise if A0 is L the CLK is H into 
LS273. (/PRTDATA L then PRTBUSY/D1 is Hi-Z)  

The LS273 is an Octal D Flip-Flop and Q0-Q7 is 
only update with D0-D7 when CLK is H (Active 
HIGH Going Edge) 

/PRTSTB (STROBE) update new value from D0 
only when A0 is H and /PRTSEL, /WR is L. 

(D Flip-Flop works a single memory cell, if CLK is 
L, if H its update the Q to D, elsewhere it keeps 
the old value) 

If /RESET signal is L, then /PRTSTB is set to H. 

The design is taken from EXPERT2 and CX-5M 
schematics and have been modified to be as 
simple as possible, using the available inputs 
signals into the ULA.    

 

 

  



Memory refresh logic 
 

In the ULA the Memory refresh logic is basically handle by the output signals MPX, /CAS and /RAS 

 

The design is directly taken from the SVI728 schematics, very simple design and almost same design 
logic in the other MSX that do not have a customs chips, see National CF-2700, Canon V-20 and 
Philips VG80xx. 

The /SLTRAM is normal connected to SLT01, but the final solution with replace of ULA9RA041 it will 
connected to SLT32 or SLT33. 

The /RAS signal is generated by input signals /RFSH, /MREQ + /SLTRAM, the LS74 (D Flip Flop) will 
pass through D to Q every /CLOCK signal (but inverted) 

The /CAS and MPX signals are generated by using two LS74 (D Flip Flops) in serial, the /CLOCK signal 
is inverted into first LS74, D input is the result from /MREQ + /SLTRAM, PRE input is the /RFSH and if 
that is L the Q is set H and MPX is set to L, but every CLOCK signal the D is pass through to Q and 
MPX (MPX is /Q). /CAS is generated by the second LS74, and Q (from first LS74) is input port D and 
pass through every /CLOCK signal. /CAS is set to H if /MREQ is H on input port PRE. 

LS74 chips act as single memory cells and remembers its value until next CLK pulse (rising H edge). 

MPX is DRAM address multiplexer select signal and used to read/write to row/column address to 
correct memory cells. A read cycle is done by /RAS + /CAS and a write cycle is /RAS + CAS + WE on 
the DRAM chips. DRAM always requires a refresh cycle to keep data into memory and this only 
needs a /RAS signal. 

Final words 
 

The ULA have now been reverse engineering and all OUTPUT signals are describe in the document, 
next step is now to start written VHDL code to replace all logic into a single ALTERA CPLD chip, and 
create a PCB with pig-back replacement for the ULA chip.   

 


